
Linking Land Use, Transportation and Economic 
Development in Central Pennsylvania

• Strategies varied widely in
their content, philosophy and
implementation.

• Content of the Valley Vision
plan was shaped by our
geography and our partners.

• Three of the plans were
summarized in a 2010 NADO
publication – Integrating Land
Use, Transportation and
Economic Development and
Pennsylvania.

Valley Vision 2020 was one of ten Regional Action 
Strategies created under the LUTED initiative.
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Linking land use, transportation and economic development was an initiative at the state level in PA, developed between 2003 and 2008.  The effort brought together departments of agriculture, community and economic development, conservation and natural resources, environmental protection and transportation, with the object of leveraging resources for larger outcomesI’m going to talk about the efforts to Implement LUTED carried out by the RPO, we serve the 8 counties shown in blue.  For the RPOs in PA, a common strategy was to coordinate the CEDS and LRTP plans.  That didn’t work out so great for us since we have 1 CEDS plan and 4 LRTPs



Transportation Goals  from LUTED -

1. Prepare a Regional Long-
Range Transportation Plan 
that enhances and protects 
the region’s communities as 
well as its natural cultural 
and historic resources.

2. Create Vibrant, Attractive, 
Safe and Walkable
Communities

3. Support Efficient Land Uses 
and Sustain Quality 
Transportation Infrastructure
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In our RAS, Goals were developed for community revitalization, energy and environmental conservation, public infrastructure, regional planning and transportationImplementation steps are being carried out by a variety of groups within and partnered with SEDA-COG.During the same time period, the state has rolled out initiatives to advance smart transportation, and to improve the linkage between planning and NEPA efforts, and both of these have helped with implementing LUTED conceptsOur steps to implement have been staff led, and therefore have not been intensive in terms of time or expert knowledgeThese were the three main strategies for transportation.



Transportation Goals  - Update the Long Range Plan

1. Revised the project 
selection process.

2. Used GIS mapping to 
expedite the ranking of 
projects.

3. Expanded the amount of 
information included in the 
consideration of 
environmental, cultural and 
historic resources.

4. Added an asset Management 
Component
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Our biggest bang for the buck has been in the LRTP update.  Among the implementation items –We totally overhauled the project selection criteriaOur scoring rewarded projects that were consistent with land use, included in other planning efforts or served existing growth areas and industrial facilities, and scoring projects was a collaborative process accomplished through tools provided by the DepartmentIn ranking the projects, we had to create a series of project mapping tools that showed the criteria we were scoring, creating a visual link between various types of land use and the networks accessing them.I noted the rollout of PennDOT efforts, during the development of the plans significant (huge) amounts of data were made available for use, we went from looking at a few basic criteria to including over 30 layers, in a way that we’re still trying to figure out how to displayThe last point, asset management is a new focus…over the last 10 years our portion of TIP dollars spent on new construction has gone from 25% to 5%.  At 5%, we’re still only programming about 1/3 of our projected maintenance need.  Putting that kind of information on the table will change a conversation.  



Transportation Goals  - Communities and Land Use

• Providing access to funding and 
training to address links between 
transportation and land use in 
comprehensive plan updates.

• See PennDOT publication 688

• Engaging with Partners and 
members to complete studies 
in Targeted Investment Areas, 
2 currently underway.

• The most accessible funding 
source has been the PCTI 
program.
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Part of the discussion that followed the RAS was the idea that there were certain areas where a lot of our programs were bumping up against each other We termed these areas TIAs, and defined them by consensusProjects in TIAs have been receiving preferential scoring in some programs, and uniform support in others.With a staff of 2 and 8 counties to cover, we are not the only ones implementing our action items.Right now, we have two projects that address implementation of LUTED and smart transportation themes underway, the LACGS and the route 15 corridor study.



Parting Words:

Other Efforts to implement LUTED within SEDA-COG
• Rail served  site development – JRA
• Walkable and Bicycle Friendly Communities – CRC
• Susquehanna Greenway Rivertowns Program – SGP & CRC
• Route 15 Corridor Study – Union County
• Lake Augusta Corridor Gateway Study - CRC 

Challenges
• Service Area size and complexity
• Land use control in Pennsylvania
• Zoning as a four letter word
• Who keeps the plan
• Limited Funding
• Marcellus Shale
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A couple of last summary items First – the challenges that we’ve hit:We deal with 179 municipalities in the RPO and almost 300 in the LDD – there’s a tremendous amount of ground for two people to cover. Regardless of how much you beat the bushes, someone is going to come in with a project the week after you make your final decision.Local municipalities or counties make decisions on zoning and permitted land use in PA, but the Department makes decisions on who gets to access state highways. Sometimes this creates a dynamic where everybody takes a big step back from the problem.Who gets to define what is and isn’t a LUTED project can get to be an issue, especially when you’re allocating scarce resources…there were a few issues where we ran into a “LUTED is what I point at when I say it”.  We had to find a way to treat this fairly in selection.Finally, we’re benefitting from efforts to extract gas from the Marcellus Shale formation.  In the last four years, this has changed the game entirely for us, and that’s about half the time it typically takes us to move a project to construction, so we’re a little behind.Finally – we are not the only group implementing LUTED, and here are some noteworthy efforts that have evolved since finishing the RASWe operate an 8 county JRA, due to shale traffic they are just about out of developable rail served sites, and are pursuing a study to identify sites with appropriate zoning in place along active rail lines, utilities optionalThe CRC is continuing to conduct studies aimed at identifying and eliminating barriers to walking and cyclingThe SGP is developing an effort to help riverside communities develop sustainable economic activity related to the river, create green/pedestrian friendly infrastructure, and direct activities to the core downtown areas
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